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Introduction 

The proposed geologic repository at Yucca Mountain will be designed for permanent disposal of high-level 

nuclear waste. The Department of Energy (DOE) has conducted analyses to identify natural and human

induced hazards and their potential for beconung initiating events that may lead to radiological release during 

the operations peiod prior to pemanent closure. The proposed site lies beneath the R4808N airspace of the 

Nellis Air Force Range. Crash of aircraft is considered to be one of the initiating events 9tat has potential for 

radiological release. If the estimated fequency of potential aircraft crashes onto structures containing 

radioactive materials exceeds 10-' per year, a consequence analysis is necessary. Additionally, significant 

modifications of the facility design may be necessary if the consequence analysis shows the dose limits 

proposed inlO CFR Part 63 may be exceeded. In this paper, a preliminary analysis of the aircraft Crash hazard 

is presented. This analysis, based onp tblished inforation, will help the NuclearReglatory Cnmnission staff 

to determine whether the aircraft crash hazard is appropriately analyzed and whether it has the potential to 

exceed the proposed dose limits.  

Methodology 

The proposed site for a high-level waste repository at Yucca Mountain does not satisfy rqireent 1 (b) of 

NUREG-0800 11' that states, "The plant is at least 5 statute miles from the edge of military training routes, 

including low-level training routes, except for those associated with ausage greater than 1,000 flights per year, 
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or where activities (such as practice bombing) may create an unusual stress situation." As the number of 

annual flights in 1996 (the latest year for which data were available) through the restricted area R4808N 

significantly exceeded 1,000, a detailed review of aircraft crash hazard of the site is required for all potential 

sources of aircraft•l. Potential crash probabilities of all types of aircraft (commercial, chartered, general 

aviation, and military) flying in the vicinity of the proposed site should be summed to estimate the total 

probability of aircraft crash.

,alfe cas probabilflyj,'PA, of-airCraft flying federal aiways Or aviation cori'dorsIs 

/ PFA ='N x C x W'f 
/ 

'I A / 
P\\Nx x - "- (1)

where, 

C = inflight crash rate per mile for a given aircra 

N = number of flights per year along the airway 

Aeff effective area of the plant in square miles 

W width of the airway (plus twice the distance from the airway edge to the site when the site 

is outside the airway) in miles.  

NUREG-0800 states that this methodology "gives a conservative upper bound on aircraft impact probability 

if care is taken in using values for the individual factors that ar meaningful and conservative." 

Crash Probability Estimation Using Available Information 

Estimation of aircraft crash probability requires reliable information on the parameters of Eq. (1). In addition, 

justifiable information on types of aircraft and flight activities is required for military aviation, especially when 
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a facility is inside a restricted airspace.

Commercial and limited charter aircraft takeoff or land at McCerran International, North Las Vegas, and 

Tonopah airports. These airports are beyond 30 mi from the proposed facility. General aviation aircraft 

primarily use McCarran International, North Las Vegas, Beatty, Frans Star, and Jackass airportsP(. The last 

three airports are more than 10 mi from the proposed facility. Military aircraft use Nellis Air Force Base, 

Tonopah Test Range, and Indian Springs Air Force Auxiliary Base airports located at distances greater than 

30 mi from the proposed site. DOE aircraft use Desert Rock, Yucca, and Pahute Mesa airfields within the 

NTS. Mfilitary aircraft along with DOE aircraft and aircraft chartered by DOE fly through the R4808N 

airspace. The number of commercial and general aviation aircraft taking off and landing at these airports 

currently is small (ess than 1000D2 , where D is the distance between an airport and the site) and allows their 

exclusion from the hazard estimationtt l. However, if the projected growth at any of these airports increases 

traffic significantly such that the criterion in [1] is exceeded, a detailed analysis may become necessary.  

DOE aircraft use federal airway V105-135 to reach the Desert Rock airfield. The proposed repository 

surface facilities are 11 statute miles away from the nearest edge of this 10 mi wide airway. The types of 

aircraft used by DOE flying though this airspace have not been indicated in t2]. As many ofthese flights use 

charter aircraft, we have assumed that the aircraft would be similar to commercial aircraf C"Air Carrier" in 

the DOE Standardl) in crash statistics. Howevr, this assumption should be verified in the license application.  

Crash rate, C, for commercial aircraft is 4 x 10-40 per flightmWlet'l]. As this is a heavily traveled air corridor 

(more than 100 daily flights), a detailed analysis may also be required in the fiture to more accurately estimate 

the crash rate11 .  
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Approximately 54,000 annual flights of DOE aircraft utilize the three airfields - Desert Rock, Yucca, and 

Pahute Mesat2l. However, information is not available about the number of annual flights to each of these 

airfields. To make a conservative estimate of the crash probability, we have assumed that all 54,000 flights 

use Desert Rock airfield. We have also made another estimate assuming one-third of the 54,000 flights for 

each airport. Better information on the number of flights for each airport is needed for future analysis.  

The effective area of the surface facilities at the proposed repository is calculated as the sum of the effective 

area of each of the five structures where radioactive materials can be potentially locatedcP. Based on the 

parametric values given in the DOE StandardPf, the representative values used in estimating the effective 

areas for wingspan, WS, cotangent of the impact angle, cot f, and mean skid distance, S, am 98 ft, 102, and 

1440 ft respectively. Using the formula given in the DOE Standard and proposed building dimensionst21, the 

estimated effective areas am given in Table 1.  

Table 1. Estimated effective area of the target structures for DOE aircraft 

Structure Length Width Height Effective Effective 

(f) (ft) (ft) Area (0:2) Area (mi') 

Waste Handling Building 540 536 117 2,625,703 0.094 

Waste Treatment Building 260 200 60 957,273 0.034 

Carrier Preparation Building 160 120 33.17 567,960 0.020 

Truck Parking 200 100 10.5 535,089 0.019 

Rail Par•ing 1200 150 15 2,291,764 0.082 

Total Effective Area of Surface Facilities 0.251 

The width of the airway, W, is 10 + 2 x 11 or 32 mi. Therefore, the annual probability of crash from DOE 

chartered aircraft is 
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PFA =54000x4x 10-'0 x =0,251 1.7x 10-6.  
32 

Assuming only one-third of the aircraft use Desert Rock airfield, the annual crash probability is 6 x l0-.  

Any aircraft in the inventory of the Department of Defense or other NATO countries can fly through the 

restricted airspace of R 4808N. As the probability of aircraft crash onto the proposed facility is directly 

proportional to the number of aircraft flying nearby, it is necessary to get a good estimate of the number of 

aircraft overflights in the vicinity of the proposed site. Considerable uncertainty also cxits in the estimated 

number of-military aircraft overflights in restricted airspaceR4808N t). A previous study estimated the annual 

number of military overflights of restricted airspace R 4808N to be approximately 73,000M. Estimates over 

the years vary as the mission of Nellis Air Force Base Range evolves. Only 6 months of flight data has been 

given in [2]. The number of flights per year, N, has been estimated to be (1) 12,716 (mean), (ni) 17,542 (90% 

confidence), and (iCQ 18,910 (95% confidenceY• by fitting a normal distribution to the six monMhs' data. Fitting 

a normal distribution to six data points leaves too few degrees of freedom to carry out any meaningful 

statisticalanalysist4]. Additional work is necessary to monitor the level of flights and to re-estimate the aircraft 

crash probability at the proposed repository site.  

In the absence of specific information about the flight activities, it is conceivable that the aircrft fly in 

"Special" inflight mode in R4808N Oow level and maneuvering operations in restricted areay'. It has been 

assumed in [2] that 29 percent of all aircraft will be F-1 6s, 63 percent F-15s, and 7 percent A-10s. However, 

adequate justification is lacking for the assumed distribution of these aircraft into these three types.  
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The estimated effective areas of the surface facilities are given in Table 2 using the DOE Standarcd]. Using 

specialinflight crash rates for the F-16, F-15, and A-10•1, the estimated probabilities ofcrash for special flight 

modes are given in Table 3. A few scenarios using the normal inflight crash rates have also been given in 

Table 3 for comparison. This sensitivity analysis shows the importance of having justifiable information on 

the number of military aircraft flights with associated activities by different aircraft types.  

Table 2. Estimated effective area for the target structures for F-16, F-15, and A-10 aircraft 

Aircraft WS (ft) Cot f S (ft) Total Effective Area (mF) 

F-16 33 8.4 246 0.091 

F-15 43 8.4 246 0.093 

A-10 57.5 8.4 246 0.096 

Table 3. Estimated probabilities of crash for military aircraft for different scenarios 

Total Number of F-16 F-15 A-10 Flight Mode Annual Crash 

Aircraft (%) (%) (%) Probability 

12716 29 63.9 7.1 Special 3.8 x 10-6 

17542 29 63.9 7.1 Special .5.2 x 10-6 

18910 29 63.9 7.1 Special 5.6 x 10-' 

12716 100 0 0 Special 4.5 x 10-6 

18910 100 0 0 Special 6.7 x 10-6 

12716 100 0 0 Normal 1.5 x 10-'6 

18910 100 0 0 Normal 2.3 x 10-4 

12716 50 40 10 Special 4.0 x 10-' 

18910 50 40 10 Special 5.9 x 10-6 

12716 50 40 10 Normal 1.0 x 10-6 

18910 50 40 10 Normal 1.5 x 10-'
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Conclusions 

Results of this preliminary investigation confirm that lack of specific information about the flight environment 

in the vicinity of the proposed repository site does not allow a defensible estimation of potential hazards 

associated with aircraft crash. The preliminary estimates of the annual probability of aircraft crash vary by 

a factor of 10, and under several possible scenarios exceed the threshold criterion of 10" per year. More 

information is needed on the number of annual flights by each type of aircraft, better definition of the flight 

path(s), and flight activities of military aircraft to develop a reasonable annual crash hazard estimation. Better 

information on the flight environment is necessary in the license application to reduce some of the 

uncertainties in this estimation.  
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